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Abstract—As the deployment of WLANs becomes extensive,
users commonly have to select one access point (AP) for association among multiple available APs. However, the existing AP
selection policies are not sufficient enough due to their drawbacks (e.g., imbalanced load and time consuming for association). In this paper, we present a collaborative filtering (CF)
recommendation-based AP selection strategy in wireless local area
networks (WLANs) with differentiated access service. At first, a
differentiated AP selection strategy by utilizing analytic hierarchy
process (AHP) is leveraged to optimize AP selection metric with
multiple objectives for different users. Furthermore, an improved
differentiated AP selection approach by CF recommendation is
investigated. Based on our method, the new user can associate
with the recommended AP promptly instead of channel scanning
and selection metric computation. Meanwhile, load prebalancing
module periodically excludes the AP considered to be overloaded
from the recommendation list, while the pioneer user (PU) updates
the corresponding module periodically with an adaptive method
to replace the AP with low recommendation efficiency. Simulation
results demonstrate that our presented strategies can provide differentiated quality-of-service (QoS) assurance to users, improve
overall network throughput, balance network traffic, and degrade
association time cost.
Index Terms—AP selection, analytic hierarchy process (AHP),
collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation, quality-of-service
(QoS), Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs).

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N RECENT years, IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks (WLANs) have been widely deployed as wireless
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infrastructures due to their ease of deployment, low cost, and
flexibility. This trend has led to the extensive deployments
of WLANs in offices, enterprises, and public environments,
where the limited wireless spectrum resource of each access
point (AP) is shared by many devices such as smartphones,
game consoles, tablets, and so on. It is known that WiFi has
become the defacto standard of WLANs; according to the WiFi
development report in 2014, around 89% of broadband service
providers have been covered by WiFi networks, and the total
shipments of WiFi equipment will reach 20 billion at the end of
2017. In Chinese market, over 620 thousands of WiFi hotspots
have been deployed, and the corresponding percentages of the
share of the three giant operators (i.e., China mobile, China
Telecom, and China Unicom), are 46.5%, 14.2%, and 7.9%,
respectively.
As the deployment of WLANs has become highly dense, it
is common for users to face multiple available APs for association. Current AP selection schemes mainly focus on Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI); however, this simple strategy would cause low network performance and load imbalance
[1]. Thus, access service selection optimization becomes a key
issue since it influences user’s actual performance directly.
In IEEE 802.11-based WLANs, a station first has to affiliate
with an AP before it conducts data transmission, and network
association can be performed by actively or passively scanning.
In the former, a station sends probe request frame to search APs,
and APs reply with probe response frames, whose exchanges
are repeated for all the APs in vicinity. In the latter, APs periodically send Beacon frames to make station aware of their
existence. By scanning the station of APs, signal strength is
accumulated in the form of cell information. After compiling
scanning results, the station selects an AP for authentication
and association.
Due to the extensive deployment of WLANs nowadays, the
coverage areas of APs are often overlapped, consequently multiple available APs are potential to be associated with one
station. In the current implementation of WLANs, a station
simply picks the AP with the strongest RSSI for affiliation
and keeps association until the AP closes its service or the
association is powered off. However, since users’ distribution
is usually uneven, many stations may be intensively crowded
around specific APs with strong RSSI. Due to the stations share
communication resources of APs, the actual throughput of each
user may be very low. Such imbalanced traffic loads frequently
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occur in public areas, which lower quality-of-service (QoS)
of users, together with the utilization of network resources.
This illustrates the importance for access service selection in
WLANs [2].
From the observations in our daily life, people usually rely on
recommendations on items from the people who have already
used before. Depending on the recommendations, people are
capable of sifting among available items to find the interesting
item for themselves more easily. Besides, a station may benefit from recommendations from others on the best AP. If a
station refers to some other stations’ choices, it may make association process easier and faster, without computing selection
metric repeatedly. Based on the above observations, a collaborative filtering (CF) recommendation-based differentiated
access service selection scheme is presented in this paper.
The motivation of our work is to provide differentiated access
service selections to users based on their QoS requirements
of current applications and utilize Pioneer User’s (PU) state
to provide recommendation for other users. Our main work is
two folded: at first, we present an analytic hierarchy process
(AHP) based differentiated access service selection by considering user activities, application features, and QoS requirements of the invoked applications. Furthermore, we propose
a CF recommendation-based access node selection scheme to
guarantee the QoS of differentiated user access. Our main
contributions are as followed.
1) Previous works generally viewed all the users in WLANs
to be the undifferentiated individuals, and employed the
same objectives, standards, and computational modes
to evaluate the corresponding optimal access node.
However, the QoS requirements of applications differ;
therefore, we first classify users into different types
according to their QoS requirements.
2) Since merely satisfying user throughput cannot meet the
multiple service types (especially multimedia and realtime applications) in WLANs, two major QoS indexes
(i.e., network width and delay) are considered. For users
of each type, the selection metric is generated by employing the AHP, and a static access service selection algorithm based on the selection metric is proposed by
estimating available throughput and transmission delay.
Furthermore, a dynamic selection algorithm, consisting
of both periodic and aperiodic dynamic selections, is also
studied.
3) Although QoS guarantee is emphasized in most AP selection algorithms, time consumption is rarely considered.
As for the repetition of user selection scheme, time
consumption in network detection, and association skyrocket as network size increases. Therefore, we present
an improved differentiated access service selection algorithm based on CF recommendation, whose objective is to
make association process easier and faster and guarantee
users with differentiated QoS.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
related literatures are illustrated in Section II. Section III
states the AHP based differentiated access service selection
strategy. Our improved differentiated access service selection through CF recommendation scheme is introduced in
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Section IV. Simulation results are demonstrated in Section V,
and Section VI concludes our work.
II. R ELATED W ORKS
On one hand, the development of WLANs tends to get more
and more dense, their scale is getting larger, and the connection
problem between user and terminal is a multiuser to multiple
access service selection problem. On the other hand, WLANs
are utilized to fulfill other types of services beyond traditional
information. Thus, how to select appropriate access service
selection is of great significance as the wide deployment of
WLANs. However, a mass of wireless access nodes coexist
in WLANs, and the competitions between terminals and APs
exist extensively; many terminals may fail or cannot join into
the network effectively. Therefore, it is imperative to study new
strategies for access node selection and connection to enhance
user’s QoS and balance network traffic.
Previous works generally focused on presenting selection
metrics to measure the potential decisions of user’s association
by the optimization of one single criterion. However, most of
the current applications have specific QoS requirements. For
example, the bandwidth and time requirement for applications
are different, while some applications have demands on both
low delay and high bandwidth. Thus, the studies attempting
to optimize one criterion (e.g., throughput), and employing the
same selection metric for all the stations cannot satisfy QoS
requirements of different users effectively.
The authors in [3] designed a collaborative network that
enables sharing of each AP’s bandwidth to serve nonlocal users,
and presented a centralized association optimization model
for upstream providers. A decentralized online AP association
strategy was studied in [4] to maximize throughput among all
clients by considering their communication load and interference. In order to increase power efficiency while maintaining
the perceived multimedia quality of user, a tradeoff between
energy and link quality has been studied in [5]. The authors
in [6] designed a bandwidth estimation mechanism to timely
respond to network changes, and decided how long a station
can be connected to each AP and when to switch. However,
these studies ignored the various kinds of requirements of different users, and utilized the same selection metric for all the
users.
A differentiated access service selection strategy was presented in [7] with the objective of guaranteeing user’s different
requirements in bandwidth and delay. The authors in [8] utilized a collaborative approach to compromise among user’s
profit on cost, speed and quality, and network operator. A user
preference-based scheme was studied in [9], which includes
real-time and nonreal-time pursuit, money, and battery consumption concern. In addition, many theoretical studies formulated optimization models to decide the station selection
problem for AP to associate with. The authors in [10] proposed a NP-hard, nonlinear optimization problem to maximize
the bandwidth utilities of users in the whole network. A cognitive AP selection scheme based on the supervised learning
approach was introduced in [11], where stations collect measurements regarding the past link conditions and throughput,
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and leverage on the acquired information to predict the performance of the available APs. Cognitive radio and WLANs
are combined in [12] to encourage more stations to associate
with the AP with less network interference. However, a huge
computational overhead is required for these schemes.
Generally speaking, the existing AP selection schemes have
the following drawbacks: 1) they provide the same selection
metric for all the users, while neglecting the differences of
their QoS requirements, 2) the majority approaches are based
on single objective maximization, which may not work well
in all circumstances and different kinds of service, and 3) the
computational complexity of the existing selection metrics are
generally too high, because the process is repeated by each user,
which increases association time cost sharply.
Our work differs from previous literatures above in the following key points: 1) in order to satisfy various kinds of QoS
requirements, a differentiated access service strategy is adopted
according to user’s demand and 2) since some users tend to
have the same opinion on the suitable AP, and each user is
always part of a group of users associated with the same AP,
we design a scheme that before making user’s own AP selection decision, a station refers to the choices of its pioneer so that
the association becomes faster by reducing the repetition of AP
estimation calculation.

3

TABLE I
Q O S M ETRICS FOR M AINSTREAM I NTERNET A PPLICATIONS

III. AHP-BASED D IFFERENTIATED ACCESS N ODE
S ELECTION A LGORITHM
In this section, we first classify user requirements into four
types according to their demands on bandwidth and delay, then
propose a strategy for differentiated access service selection
based on AHP. Furthermore, depending on the selected metric, a static access service selection is presented by designing
dynamic selection algorithms, which include both periodic and
aperiodic selections.
A. Classification of Applications
According to the requirements of delay and bandwidth for
the mainstream applications illustrated in [13], we summarize
the corresponding QoS indexes in Table I, and classify the
clients into four types: Type 1) applications require a relatively
high bandwidth and do not have much demand on delay, like
Web browsing and FTP; Type 2) applications are delay sensitive
and much demand on bandwidth is undesired, such as audiographics conferencing and VoIP; Type 3) both relatively high
bandwidth and short delay are required for applications, take
audio broadcasting, video broadcasting, and video conferencing for example; Type 4) applications have special requirements
on neither bandwidth nor delay, for instance E-mail, Telnet, and
Internet relay chat.
B. Static Selection Algorithms
Selection metric for users of each type is generated by AHP
method, which has been widely used in multicriteria decision
making problems of choice and prioritization [14]. This method
is employed to determine the priority of different alternatives,

Fig. 1. Hierarchy of AP selection.

the corresponding relative importance of attributes, and construct the pairwise comparison matrix to judge their weights.
After that, different user’s qualitative and semiquantitative personal preference can be transformed into quantitative numeric
weights for access service selection forwarding. The procedures
are as follows.
1) Model the AHP as a Hierarchy: Fig. 1 shows the hierarchy of the AHP model consisting of goal, criteria, and
alternatives. The goal is to select an AP placed on the first
level of the hierarchy. Two criteria, namely throughput and
delay, form the second level. The lowest level consists of the
alternative options, which include different APs to be evaluated.
2) Generate Level 2 Pairwise Comparison: This step is to
establish priorities of criteria for users of different types. By
judging throughput and delay in pairs for each user’s type, one
can evaluate how important it is under the criterion. By utilizing
the fundamental scale table in [15], judgments are represented
by a numerical value between 1 and 9, where 1 denotes equal
importance and 9 illustrates the highest degree of importance.
For Type 1 users, since THROUGHPUT is considered
strongly important (5 times) than DELAY, the value 5 is entered
in the (1, 2) position,
 and the
 reciprocal value 1/5 is in the (2,
1 5
1) position, that is
. For Type 2 users, as DELAY is
1/5 1
viewed extremely significant (5 times) than THROUGHPUT,
the reciprocal value 1/5 is located in the (1, 2) position while the
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1 1/5
value 5 is inputted in the (2, 1) position, namely
. For
5 1
Type 3 users, since DELAY is considered moderately important (3 times) than THROUGHPUT, the reciprocal value 1/3 is
listed in the (1, 2)position,
 and the value 3 is entered in the (2,
1 1/3
1) position, i.e.,
. For Type 4 users, THROUGHPUT
3 1
and DELAY are considered
 tobe of same importance, and the
11
corresponding matrix is
.
11
Then we intend to derive the scale of priorities. By solving the principal eigenvector of the matrices and normalizing the results, the vectors of relative weights for different type users are: (THROUGHPUT, DELAY)=(0.87, 0.13),
(THROUGHPUT, DELAY)=(0.13, 0.87), (THROUGHPUT,
DELAY)=(0.33, 0.67), and (THROUGHPUT, DELAY)=(0.5,
0.5), respectively.
3) Generate Level 3 Pairwise Comparison: This step is to
set up matrices of paired comparisons for APs in level 3 to compare with the criteria in level 2. Steps to measure AP’s potential
available throughput and transmission delay are presented as
follows.
a) Potential available throughput estimation: From [16],
the transmission time T used for transmitting a packet of length
L(bits) can be illustrated as
T = TRTS + TCTS + DIFS + 3SIFS +

L
+ Tack (1)
Rate (b/s)

where TRTS is the time that station sends RTS information,
TCTS represents the time for AP to send CTS information. DIFS
is short for distributed coordination function inter-frame space,
and SIFS represents the short inter-frame space. Tack is the time
for AP to send ACK, and Rate means the data rate of one
station.
Obviously, we have to consider the situation of wireless station between workstation and APs. Define package error rate
(PER) as P , which can be obtained from the received signal
strength. The average transmission time T required for sending
and receiving one packet can be calculated as
T =T +

∞


P i · (1 − P ) · i · T =

i=1

T
.
1−P

L · (1 − P )
L
=
T ·N
T ·N

TABLE III
L OAD S TATE TABLE

transmission delay of the kth user dek is calculated by recording
the time from the station sends out the probe request to the time
it receives the probe response from APk . Thus, de1 , de2 , de3 ,
and de4 are evaluated to denote transmission delay for each AP.
Then, by comparing each AP’s tpk and dek in pairs according
to THROUGHPUT and DELAY, the matrices of paired comparisons are generated in Tables II and III, respectively. Thus,
the relative importance of tpi and tpj is judged by tpi /tpj ,
and the relative importance of 1/dei and 1/dej is computed
by dej /dei .
By solving the principal eigenvector of the matrix and normalizing the result, the local derived scales for THROUGHPUT
and DELAY are
(AP1,AP2,AP3,AP4) = (t1 , t2 , t3 , t4 )

(4)

(AP1,AP2,AP3,AP4) = (d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 ).

(5)

c) Derive overall priority: This step is to synthesize the
overall priority scale by multiplying, where the corresponding (THROUGHPUT, DELAY) T for users of each type is
subjective which is displayed in (5)–(8). Thus, Prioi is the overall priority of APi. Whenever a STA selects an AP, the most
preferred AP is the AP with the highest value
⎞
⎞
⎛
⎛
t1 d1 
Prio1

⎜ t2 d2 ⎟ THROUGHPUT
⎜ Prio2 ⎟
⎟
⎟
Prio. ⎜
=⎜
⎝ t3 d3 ⎠
⎝ Prio3 ⎠ . (6)
DELAY
t4 d4
Prio4

(2)
C. Dynamic AP Selection Algorithms

Assume the probability of collision is negligible; N stations that associate with an AP share network resources evenly.
Therefore, the potential throughput of one station associated
with APk is given as
tpK =

TABLE II
PU S TATE TABLE

(3)

where N denotes the number of stations that is currently communicating with the kth AP. APs should be modified to add the
information of the Nth AP on the probe response and Beacon
frames. Thus, tp1 , tp2 , tp3 , and tp4 are utilized to denote
potential throughput of each candidate AP.
b) Transmission delay estimation: In active scanning,
stations first transmit the probe request frames to identify APs
in the area and solicit probe response frames from APs. The

Since the station’s running application varies with network
state, the selected AP by the static selection algorithm may
not always be suitable as time varies; therefore, dynamic AP
selection algorithm consisting of both periodic and aperiodic
selection is proposed.
1) Periodic Dynamic Selection: A station needs to reevaluate the priority function every period of time and reassociate
with a new AP if it has a higher network priority. Time
period Tper is dynamically adjusted to reduce unnecessary reassociation. The details of periodic dynamic selection algorithm
are illustrated as follows:
Step 1) Broadcast probe request frames.
Step 2) Calculate Prio of each AP and select the AP with the
highest Prio value.
Step 3) Communicate during time period T per .
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Step 4) Broadcast probe request frames.
Step 5) Calculate Prio of each candidate AP. If APnew has a
higher Prio value, then user associates with APnew , and
set Tper = Tper /2. Else, set Tper = 2Tper , and go back to
Step 3.
2) Aperiodic Dynamic Selection: Since the strategy is
based on user’s application, the corresponding selection metric
changes according to the application. Therefore, it is necessary for the station to reevaluate whether the current AP is
still the optimal according to the new selection metric. In periodic dynamic selection, the station can reselect until the next
period time Tper . However, on one hand, it may be not in
time if Tper is set too long; on the other hand, shortening Tper
causes the reselection in periodic frequently. Thus the aperiodic
dynamic selection is studied to guarantee the station reacting to
its application changes actively and timely. Details are stated as
follows.
Step 1) Broadcast probe request frames.
Step 2) Calculate Prio of each AP, and select the AP with the
highest Prio value.
Step 3) Set Typeold = Typecurrent , and communicate during
time period Taper.
Step 4) If Typecurrent equals to Typeold , go back to Step 3.
Otherwise, broadcast probe request frames.
Step 5) Calculate Prio of each AP. If APnew with a higher
Prio value is found; then, AP is associated with APnew .
Otherwise, go back to Step 3.
IV. I MPROVED D IFFERENTIATED ACCESS S ERVICE
S ELECTION S CHEME
During access node association, three factors affect user
association efficiency directly: 1) the number of channels for
station to scan; 2) time to wait for each station to scan; and
3) the selected standard time for station to compute. Most of the
current access schemes generally make decision according to
their interests after channel scanning. Since the computational
process requires to be performed repeatedly, high computational complexity exists, which degrades network efficiency
largely. As the development of WLANs with high density, large
scale and tremendous number of users frequently communicate
with each other. It is important to find out how to increase the
association efficiency and decrease time consuming as these are
becoming key issues.
Because inappropriate AP connections cause bad network
performance and poor QoS of users, a differentiated access
service selection algorithm based on CF recommendation is
investigated in this section. The users associated with APs are
called PUs, and the later users can refer to AP selection choices
from PUs to make their own selections. A central server is in
charge of collecting network information such as PU state and
provides recommendation to other users. Our algorithm aims
at making association process easier and faster, and providing
differentiated QoS guarantee to users.
CF can be viewed as a powerful form of personalized recommendation that suggests interesting items to users based
on the known preferences of similar-minded people [17]–[19].
User-based CF has the salient advantage since user may benefit

5

from other user’s experience and is potentially exposed to novel
recommendations beyond its own experience. This approach
commonly seeks neighbors with common characteristics of the
object user, then utilizes preferences of the former to predict
the rating of the latter. Typically, neighborhood identification
is based on selecting those users with most similarity to the
user employing the semblable metrics. Traditional measures of
user similarity include Cosine similarity, Pearson correlation
coefficient, constrained Pearson correlation coefficient, etc.
By applying CF recommendation, stations are possible to
follow prior stations’ selection choices and potentially accept
other stations’ AP recommendation, and then associate it without typical selection process. Generally speaking, user-based
CF approaches need to collect a group of users’ preferences
to find the nearest neighbor. However, it is not suitable for
AP selection by station, since it would consume much time
to accumulate the memory of all the PUs’ selection records,
and large time is expended to search for the nearest user especially when the number of users is large. Thus, a modified
CF recommendation-based access service selection algorithm
contains the following four parts.
A. Network Information Collection
There are several entities in the architecture, namely:
1) object user (OU) means the user in the access network;
2) PU represents the user first associated with an AP successfully before other PU’s states exist. Users of each type maintain
one PU, which selects AP by diffusion association of its own;
3) center control server (CCS) which collects network information including PU’s information (as illustrated in Table II)
and load state per-cell stored in the load state table (as shown
in Table III), and also processes AP recommendation and load
balancing according to the collected information.
In the PU state table, user type illustrates PU’s type, AP ID is
the identification of AP that PU is associated with. User Profile
contains user’s frame rate and location. The steps of the “cold
start” for the information collected in the CCS are demonstrated
as follows: 1) once entering network, OUi listens to the periodically broadcast Beacon frames sent by CCS. The Beacon
frames are modified as a list of type-ID to add into the existing
Pus; 2) OUi examines whether the PU of user type exists. If
yes, OUi uses the diffusion association method to select an AP;
and 3) After the association finishes successfully, it turns to be
the PU of its type. Then it updates the PU state table by sending
PU Information Specification (PISi ) frames to the CCS, which
contains user type, the associated AP ID, and its profile.
In the load state table, user numbers that each AP accommodates are recorded. As different types of users exist, users count
of each type {C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 } is recorded for each AP.
B. Recommending AP With CF
If OUi is aware of the existence of the PU with the same type,
it sends OU information specification (OISi ) frame to the CCS,
which contains its type and user profile. The CCS first calculates the similarity that reflects distance and correlation between
OUi and the PU. Then, the similarity between two users can be
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measured by computing the cosine of the angle formed by the
 = {rate, x, y, z}.
user profile, whose vector is U
Vector cosine similarity ω between users PU and OU is given
by
→
−
→ −
−
→ −
→
Up · Uo
(7)
ωp,o = cos(Up , Uo ) = −
−
→
→
Up ∗ Uo
−
→
−
→
where Up and Uo are the user profile vectors of PU and OU,
respectively.
A minimum similarity threshold simThreshold is defined to
identify whether OUi is a neighbor of the PU.
1) If ωp,o >= simThreshold, the CCS recommends PU’s
AP ID to OUi . OUi authenticates and associates with the
AP immediately.
2) If ωp,o < simThreshold, OUi has to go back to formal
selection process by utilizing differentiated association.

Fig. 2. Distributions of APs and stations.

Γk =
C. Rolling PU Adaptively

ωi · Cki

1<=k<=N 1<=i<=m

Consider the case that if the users with the similar type of PU
are too far away, most of OUs cannot follow the PU’s selection
recommendation under this circumstance. Thus, the CCS rolls
PU’s state periodically.
Recommendation trust is defined to measure the PU’s recommendation ability, through the observations on whether
previous interactions between the OU and the PU are successful. This observation is described by two variables, i.e., s, f , as
shown in Table II. The number of successful (failure) recommendation of PU’s choice followed by OU is denoted by s(f ).
In the beta function-based method [20], the recommendation
trust can be calculated by
T =

1<=i<=m

s+1
.
s+f +2

(8)

A minimum trust threshold trustThreshold is defined in
order to indicate whether the PU is trustworthy; i.e.
1) if T >= trustThreshold, the PU is considered to be
trustworthy and CCS maintains its information;
2) otherwise, PU is viewed as untrustworthy. Under this
situation, CCS erases its information, and waits for the
appearance of the new PU.
Through the rolling of PU periodically, OUs do not always
seek recommendation from the same user statically, which
assures the efficiency of recommendation system.
D. Preload Balancing
In order to avoid too many OUs following the PU’s recommendation to cause a specific AP overloaded, a preload
balancing module is studied, which monitors the per-cell state
and roughly estimates the traffic loads of each cell. If an
AP is estimated to be overloaded, the CCS should do some
preliminaries to avoid this situation.
The traffic load of each cell is estimated by the number of
users associated with this AP. Since user types are different, the
number of each type users has different weight, whose vector is
defined as ωi . The load factor of cell k is

ωi · Cki

(9)

where Cki is the number of users of Type 1 in cell k, and it is
stored in load state table in Table II, m is the number of users.
Γk reflects the ratio of user loads between global loads within a
cell. The more Γk is closer to 1, the more loaded cell k is.
Each time a station associates with an AP, the CCS records
the information in the load state table. Then, CCS periodically
makes preload balancing as follows:
1) Calculate Γk for each cell according to the load state
table.
2) A maximum overloading threshold overThreshold is set
to defined the largest Γk . If 1 − Γk <= overThreshold,
cell k is considered to be overloaded. Then the CCS erases
the state of PU associated with AP k.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
We evaluate the performance of the proposed strategy using
Network Simulator 2 (NS2). The location of 4 APs is shown
in Fig. 2, where users locate in 1) Area 1: 200 m × 200 m;
2) Area 2: 150 m × 150 m; and 3) Area 3: 100 m × 100 m. All
the stations communicate with the fixed server via four APs.
The indexes of clients with differentiated QoS requirements are
set according to [13].
Each AP is assigned to a fixed 802.11b channel, whose radio
coverage is a circle with a radius of 250 m. The channel access
in IEEE 802.11 MAC layer is implemented by DCF mechanism. The physical layer is based on 802.11b with 11 Mb/s.
Although the IEEE 802.11b standard is not the state-of-theart, it is the fallback mode for APs to provide network access
to non-802.11 g/n stations. Consider the worse-case scenario
where multiple 802.11b stations bring down all APs to the fallback mode, this simulation scenario can also apply. Therefore,
IEEE 802.11b is considered in our work. RSSI is calculated
according to the received signal power. Each AP is connected
to a fixed server with link of 5 Mb/s in bandwidth and 2 ms
in propagation delay. Each simulation is run 10 times with
different random seeds to provide results with high confidence.
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TABLE IV
AVERAGE T HROUGHPUT C HANGES FOR S CENE 1

The users of each type have different application profiles.
Type 1 users have high heavy workloads, such as FTP application; Light workloads are generated for Type 2 users, which
require low delay and consist of CBR over UDP of 60 KB
page size; For Type 3 users, high workloads are generated,
which consist of an on/off source exponentially distributed,
and require low delay. Generated traffic during the on period
is at the rate of 60 kb/s. Light workloads are generated for
Type 4 users, which cover Telnet application set as the default
parameters in NS2.
In order to quantify the performance of load redistribution, the balance index is defined to reflect the distribution of
the average throughput among APs. Suppose Bi as the total
throughput of cell i, the balance
index β can be defined as:

2
β = ( Bi ) / n × Bi2 , where n is the total number of
cells.
A. Analysis Based on Dynamic QoS Guarantee
In this section, we evaluate the performance of dynamic
selection algorithm presented in Section III. There are 20 users
in total and each type consists of five users, which communicate
with the server via four APs. Three scenarios are considered. In
Scenario 1, a Type 4 user joins the network at 180 s, and starts to
send messages at 200 s, then it switches its application to Type
1 at 250 s. Table IV shows the station’s average throughput
which increases in 250–300 s with aperiodic dynamic selection,
because the stations reevaluate APs by Type 1 selection metric
after the application type changes at 250 s. It can be observed
that average throughput highly enhances in 300–350 s range
with periodic dynamic selection algorithm, since the station
will reevaluate APs when periodic reselection interval arrives
at 300 s. It is obvious that the scheme combining periodic
and aperiodic dynamic selection achieves the highest average
throughput in these two periods. The reason behind this is that
the station reselects twice, and as other stations reevaluate association through their periodic selection, thus load redistribution
leads to better network performance.
In Scenario 2, the station switches its application from Type
4 to Type 2 at 250 s. Table V shows that the average delay
increases largely in 250–300 s range with aperiodic dynamic
selection, as the station reevaluates APs by Type 2 selection
metric after users change applications at 250 s. With periodic
dynamic selection, the average delay enhances in 300–350 s
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TABLE V
AVERAGE D ELAY C HANGES FOR S CENE 2

TABLE VI
AVERAGE T HROUGHPUT C HANGES FOR S CENE 3

and the reason is similar to the one stated before. By combining
periodic with aperiodic dynamic selections, the average delay
is the lowest in these two periods. The reasons are similar to the
discussion in Scenario 1.
In Scenario 3, the station switches its application from Type
4 to Type 3 at 250 s. Since Type 3 users do not generate package
frequently, an interval longer than the periodic selection interval is selected to verify the performance of each algorithm, and
the periodic selection interval is set to 420 s for Type 3 users.
Tables VI and VII demonstrate that with aperiodic dynamic
selection, the average throughput highly increases and the average delay largely decreases in 250–600 s range. This is because
the station reevaluates APs using Type 3 selection metric after
user changes application at 250 s. With periodic dynamic selection, the average throughput increases largely and the average
delay decreases sharply in 600–1000 s range. From Tables IV–
VII, we can see that the scheme combining aperiodic with
periodic dynamic selection outperforms other algorithms. This
is because it can react to user’s application changes actively
and timely, and adjust the association results through periodic
reevaluations.
B. Analysis of Throughput and Load Balancing
This section investigates the effect of the proposed strategy
on network overall performance in terms of throughput and
load balancing. There are 40 stations with 10 users in each
type. They communicate with the server via 4 Aps; start the
active scanning one by one, and generate traffic after all the
association finishes.
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TABLE VII
AVERAGE D ELAY C HANGES FOR S CENE 4

TABLE IX
M IN ., M AX ., AVG . BALANCE I NDEX W ITH S TATIC AND DYNAMIC
S ELECTION BASED M ETHODS

TABLE VIII
M IN ., M AX ., AVG . OVERALL T HROUGHPUT W ITH S TATIC AND DYNAMIC
S ELECTION BASED M ETHODS

Fig. 3. Association time cost with the increase of stations.

Tables VIII and IX show the minimum, maximum, average
throughput, and balance indexes of different schemes under different station location areas. We can observe that the presented
schemes can improve network throughput and significantly
balance network load across APs.
C. Analysis of Association and Redistribution of Network Load
and Time Cost
The performance of the CF recommendation on time cost
and load redistribution are investigated in this section. Forty
stations are located uniformly in Area 3, which contains 10
users per type. Stations enter into network one by one with a
13-s interval, and start traffic generation after their associations
finish after a random period of time.
Fig. 3 illustrates the time cost for network association under
different algorithms. It can be observed that our presented CF
recommendation algorithm largely reduces network association. The reasons behind this are that under the guarantee of
successful referrals, a large number of users are able to access
the network, and communicate with CCS to learn the state
of AP for PU association. By examining and updating user

information periodically, the successful recommendation rate
of CCS can be ensured so that the required time for global user
association can be largely reduced.
Fig. 4 shows the time deviation among different algorithms.
It is obvious that our proposed algorithm reduces the association time remarkably. This is because if the PU successfully
recommends one AP, then the OU does not require the scanning process to obtain information of all the APs, thus it can
immediately associate with the AP that PU is associated with.
Rolling the PU periodically assures the recommendation trust
of each PU and improves the recommendation success. Thus,
the total time for user association is much less than the other
two schemes since scanning and selection metric computation
processes are not necessary.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the balance index changes when the
stations enter into networks. It shows the balance index of
our presented method skies rocket during the early time. This
is because the preload balancing module in our presented
algorithm periodically estimates whether a cell tends to be overloaded, by which the circumstance that many OUs follow PU’s
recommendation and cause load unbalance would be avoided,
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Fig. 7. Delay versus time of Type 2 and Type 3 users, respectively.

Fig. 4. Time cost deviation with the increase of stations.

TABLE X
M IN ., M AX ., AVG . OVERALL T HROUGHPUT W ITH D IFF
AND CF BASED M ETHODS

Fig. 5. Balance index versus time.
TABLE XI
M IN ., M AX ., AVG . BALANCE I NDEX W ITH D IFF
AND CF BASED M ETHODS

Fig. 6. Throughput versus time of Type 1 and Type 3 users, respectively.

so that our method can reduce association time and redistribute
traffic loads effectively.
D. Analysis of Differentiated User Performances
To demonstrate the efficiency of differentiated QoS provided
to users, users are located randomly in Area 3. There are 30
stations, among which consist of five Type 1 and Type 3 users,
and 10 Type 2 and Type 4 users, respectively. After association,
they start traffic generation one by one at 200 s.
Fig. 6 depicts Type 1 and Type 3 users’ throughput as a function of simulation time. Type 2 and Type 3 users’ delay as a
function of simulation time is illustrated in Fig. 7. It can be
observed that a significant increase of throughput and decrease
of delay are achieved by our scheme. The reasons behind this
are that each OU follows the PU’s recommendation of its type
and selects an AP by differentiated association.

E. Analysis of Total Throughput and Load Balance
This section investigates the network performance in terms
of throughput and balance index of the proposed strategy. There
are 40 stations with 10 users per type, which are located in Area
1, Area 2, and Area 3, respectively. After user association, they
start traffic generation one by one at 200 s.
Tables X and XI demonstrate the minimum, maximum, and
average throughput (balance index) of different algorithms.
Simulation experiments demonstrate that our strategy can provide differentiated QoS assurance to users, improve the overall
network throughput, efficiently redistribute network load, and
degrade association time cost largely.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
Due to the drawbacks of the existing access service selection methods in WLANs, a differentiated AP selection strategy
by utilizing AHP has been studied at first, with the objective of maximizing AP selection metric for users of each type.
Furthermore, both periodic and aperiodic dynamic selection
schemes are implemented to cope with the changes of network
state and user application. In order to recommend AP for the
new comer depending on the association information of PU,
a differentiated AP selection approach with CF recommendation is investigated. In this scheme, the new user is able to
associate with the recommended AP exempting from channel
scanning and metric computation selection, which shortens the
association time effectively. Finally, load prebalancing module
periodically excludes the overloaded AP from the recommendation list, while the PU is updated adaptively to replace the
AP with low recommendation efficiency. Simulation experiments demonstrate that comparing with the RSSI based and
Differentiated access node selection methods, the overall network throughput achieved by CF method increases around
30% and 25%, respectively, the corresponding balance index
enhances about 40% and 13%, respectively. Meanwhile, the
time cost of CF-based scheme decreases approximately 7.5%
and 7%, respectively, while the corresponding transmission
delay lowers around 40% and 13%, respectively. The reason
behind is that our presented strategy can provide differentiated
QoS assurance to various kinds of users. How to assess the
load of AP accurately, and design a practical channel allocation scheme to decrease interference among APs are part of our
future work.
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